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District Cage Teams
Ready For Tournament
Hickman County High School
will be host to the First District
Basketball tournament on March
I. 2, 3 and 4, with five teams, Fulton, Fulton County, Hickman
County, Carlisle County
and
}Overview competing for the title
and the chanee to represent the
district in Regional play at Murray.
Jim Phillips, principal of Hickman County High at Clinton is the
tournament manager. Referees
will be Bobby Hargis of Calvert
City and Buddy Hewitt of Murray. L. 'I'. Hodge of Hickman was
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Time marches on or strange as
it may seem could well be the
name of the story about-Mrs J. C.
Olive, executive secretary of the
Fulton-South Chamber of Commerce and Joe Treas, the organisation's new president.
This reporter, while commenting on the dinner meeting of the
group on Monday evinced enthusiasm that the popular, Mr Tress
had been elected the new presictent
Said Mrs. Olive: "I agree with
you He's kin to me, you know?"
No, the reporter didn't know,
but wasn't surprised since nearly
everytxrdy around these parts
claim some kinship. But delving
fuaher into the relationship matter of the Treats clan it was revealed that Joe's great-greatgrandfather, was Mrs. Olive's
grandfather. The venerable gentleman's name was Jack Oliver
and as though wonders never
cease, he toi. was representative
from Fulton and Hickman counties in the 1890's. Covetta (Mrs.
Olive) said that she and Joe have
tried to find out the exact year,
and Joe has also looked into records at Frankfort, but as yet no
definite date has been establishGood luck
next year in
Fulton and
portant ship

to the kin folks this
manning the helm of
South Fulton's imof progress.

Read an editorial in a nearby
newspaper last week that reported
it was the feeling that if anything
was accomplished in the community everybody had to get mad.
There are several connatations
that can be placed on that statement. If everybody got mad because nothing was being accomplished and they got together and
did something
about it that's fine.
if
everybody starts getting
But
mad at each other, that's another
and a disastrous thing
.Fulton one time. Situations persisted that
brought about a
horrible division in the thinking of public
spirited people
and
two
factions
dese 'ltd that were mighty mad
at each other all the time. Fact is
the Chamber of Commerce nearly
died on the ,vine as a result of it
and it was a mighty hard "go" to
get the organization started again.
It was only after a group of the
dissenters got together "rind decided that nothing was being done
with everybody mad and the thing
to do was calmly plan a program
and set about accomplishing the
task.
Monday the largest crowd of
happy citizens ever to assemble
for a civic meeting heard speaker
after speaker praise the community attitude and the progress of
the twin cities. Nobody was mad!

Mrs. Workman
Dies Wednesday
At Jones Hospital
Mrs. Sue Oldham Workman
died at 12:15 p. m. on Wednesday
at the Jones Hospital from complications resulting from childbirth. Mrs. Workman, 17, gave
birth to a son, who survives her.
Mrs. Workman was the wife of
Robert Workman and the daughter of Mrs. Mozelle Stem of
South Fulton. Besides her son and
husband and mother, she is survived by a sister Mabel and a half
brother Gary.
At press time on Wednesday
funeral arrangements were still
incomplete.
Hornbeak Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

named time-keeper and Rudell
Trimble of Clinton will be the official scorer.
Admission will be $1.00 for
adults and 50c for students. There
will be no reserved seats.
Fulton City's Bulldogs drew the
strong Fulton County Pilots in the
opening game of the tournament,
Wednesday, March 1 at 7:30 p. m.
The winner of this game will meet
the Hickman County Falcons, No.
1 team of the district, in the semifinals on Friday night, March 3.
In the upper bracket Carlisle
and 'Riverview both drew byes
in the first round and meet in
the semi-final round on Thursday
night, March 2, at 7:30.
The finals will be played at
7:30_ on Saturday. Both the winner and runner-up will repregent
the district in the regional play.
Wednesday, March 1, 1:30 p. m.,
Fulton City vs. Fulton County;
Thursday, March 2, 7:30 p. m.,
Carlisle vs. Riverview.
Friday. March 3, 7:30 p. m.,
Hickman County vs. winner, Fulton City-Fulton County;
Saturday, March 3, 7:30 p. m.,
Finals.
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The Fulton and South Fulton Chamber of Cpmmerce got a well deserved pat on the back from dynamic
and enthusiastic Wilson W. Wyatt, lieutenant-Governor
at its annual meeting on Monday night. Mr. Wyatt, one
of the Commonwealth's most sought after speakers and
a man who knows and recognizes true community spirit
and progress praised the community attitude of the twin
cities and said that the efforts of both communities are
pointed to all over the Nation as those having the true
ingredients with which,to attract industry

GETTING INDUSTRY IS EVERYBODY'S /08 Lt.Gov, Wilson W Wyatt (left) tells new Chamber of
Commerce president Joe Trees, second from right.

Shaking hands with Mr. Tress is Mayor of Fulton
Nelson Tripp and looking on, far right. Is County
Judge J. C. Bondurant Other photos inside

FOR THE LADIES!
CUNNINGHAM NEWS!
On February 28, 1981 at 730
p. m. Rotary Ladies night will be
Interesting new comes to Fulheld at the Park Terrace Restau- ton from the Oliver Cunningham
rant, with a Smorgasbord Din- family that formerly lived in Fulner. Members may invite guests. ton. Mr. Cunningham has been
scheduled to conduct a revival at
the Church of Christ in Clinton
MANAGER. PLEZ?
from July 17 - 26 and John Cunningham has made the Dean's
has secured
Thorns!, Brady
List and the HonOW Roll at Freedwork in the management trainee
Hardeman. At the same time
program with the Southern Bell
David Cunningham has made the
Telephone Company. He received
his B. S. degree from Murray Tyner High School Honor Roll
with all A's.
State College in January.
BOWLED

OVER!

Parents Petition
For Re-Building
Of Milton School

Fulton's Amanda Milam met defeat at WPSD-TV's Bowling League race Saturday night. The
sharp shooting Amanda fell to
Mrs. Mildred Hodge of Murray
Amanda has thrilled local TV
with her stellar bowling
audience's
MOVING DAY!
A petition signed by 186 parents
'Tie a happy day at the South ability all of whom pat her on the
in the Milton (Colored) School
Fulton High School with classes back for a job Well done.
district—reportedly
100% in the
moving into the new high school
area—was received last Friday
GET WELL QUICK!
after having been crowded Into
morning by W. I. Holland, Supthe school gymnasium. The movBest wishes for weedy recovery erintendent of the Fulton City
ing job will take about two weeks.
are extended to popular Willie school system.
Hornra, well-known and respected
The petition asks the local
TOO BAD!
merchant, who suffered a school Board to rebuild the Negro
South Fulton's Devilettes lost a Fulton
heart attack on Monday night. Mr. elementary school, pointing out
hard-fought ballgame to Martin
Homra, owner of the Leader that any other arrangement for
on Tuesday night by a score of 59
was admitted to the Fulton education of the children in the
to 51. Mary Jane Cruce made 37 Store,
and his condition is re- Missionary bottoms area will
points of the total scored by the Hospital
ported as satisfactory.
create a hardship on their parDevilettea
ents.
The school, housing 102 elementary grade students, was totally destroyed by fire last Saturday
afternoon and students are temporarily using two Negro churches in the-area for classroom work.
Following is the petition from
the parents:
"WHEREAS fire has destroyed
The Fulton Business and ProTO THE VOTERS OF FULTON
fessional Worsens club is sponsor- our institution of higher learning,
COUNTY:
Milton Elementary School,
This is my formal announce- ing the Heart Fund Drive for the "WE
THE
UNDERSIGNED
ment to you that I am a candidate community in their effort to alle- patents and patrons of Milton
for re-nomination for the office of viate this number one killer. Elementary School do hereby
County Tax Commissioner sub- Thursday morning at 9:00 A. M. petition the local and State boards
ject to the decision of the Demo- and all throughout the day a cof- of Education that our elementary
fee will be held at the Kentucky
cratic Primary May 23, 1961.
school, recently destroyed by fire,
In this announcement I wish Utilities kitchen with donuts, be,,W
bu
EiR
ltE
.A
eeH
to say that serving you as your sweet rolls, home made cake and
S we know that our
County Tax Commissioner in the pies to be donated by the people small children will be unduly
past has indeed been a pleasant in Fulton. Proceeds will be used haridicapped in getting to and
experience. Your cooperation and for the drive. Everyone is invited from school if the elementary
understanding have been very to help in this worthy cause.
school is far removed from our
helpful in keeping our tax probThe ladies that will be working residential district. and,
lems in the county down to a at the coffee are: Annabelle Ed"WHEREAS most of the mothminimum. I have, at my own ex• wards. chairman; Marie Holland, ers of our small children are poor
pense, spent considerable time Ruth Puckett, Louise Larson, domestic workers and will not be
seeking new property that should Edith Allison and Lila Hastings. able to prepare them properly for
be added to the tax rolls and to A bake sale will be held in con- school at an early hour,
talk with you about your current junction.
"WE DO HEREBY HOPE you
On Sunday, February 26. vol- will consider the seriousness of
assessments. This I will continue
to do. Each year since I have been unteers will tour the residential the situation as it concerns our
in office there has been an in- section of Fulton to distribute in- small children, and replace a
crease in the overall county formation about heart disease to school in our neighborhood where
assessments. This is very neces- help the Kentucky Heart Associa- our small children can be duly
sary due to greater demands on tion speed up the fight against the protected and prepared to the
our local governments but it must nations number one enemy. The convenience of their parents."
be done by seeking now property pamphlets to be distributed by
rather than added burdens to al- volunteers tell how to protect
HOME AND AWAY!
ready tax producing property. I children against rheumatic fever,
have also been able to keep our forerunner of rheumatic heart diGene Vancil is being welcomed
county assessment ratio at the sease; deals with the latest know- in Fulton from Langley Air Force
state level which is most import- ledge about high blood presure, Base in Virginia Gene will spend
ant.
heart attacks and strokes Con- a 30-clay leave with his parents,
During my years in office I have tributions collected by volunteers Mr. and Mrs. Finis Vancil, before
continually studied the tax laws will help expand the Heart Asso- assuming his new position at Eland tried to apply them to my ciation research, education and mendorf Air Force Base in Ancontinued On Pape Floe
chorage, Alaska,
Continued on Page t lye

Elmer Murchison
Seeks Reelection
As Tax Assessor

14.00

Wyatt Praises Community Attitude Of
Twin Cities;Predicts Industrial Growth

Eighth Graders
Show Promise Of
A Great Varsity
Fulton and Cayce will represent
Fulton County in the Regional
Eighth Grade Tournament to be
held at Clinton beginning tomorrow (Thursday). Joe Caldwell's
eighth graders thrilled the capacity audience that packed the
Hickman Gym to see the Fulton
boys come up with a well deserved victory.
Following the game Principal
Watts of the Hickman Elementary
School presented a trophy to
David Mann, Captain of the Futton team ,and the runner-up trophy to Cayce.
The scrappy Young eighth graders presented a future picture. of
great hope for up-coming basketball teams of Fulton High. The
game Saturday night was packed
with thrills and the electrifying
moment came following the game
when (Little) Ronnie Hornra was
held up by his teammates while
he took the nets from the goals
amid the cheers of the fans. In the
tournament beginning tonight Sedalia plays Mayfield atc8 o'clock.
The second game Clinton will play
Fulgham at 7:15. For the third
game Fulton and Cayce will meet
again at 830. Arlington drew a
bye for the first se.ssion. The remaining games of the tournament
on February 24 and 25 will begin
at 7 o'clock.

US

ON TO THE DANCE!
Members and guests of the Fulton Country Club will enjoy a
dance on Saturday night, February
28, from 9 to 12. The Ken-Tenn
Trio will furnish the music.
GETTING BETFER!
Mrs. Elizabeth Shankle is resting well at bar benne on Eddins'
Street after being painfully injured in a fall Saturday at her
home She WBS taken to the Jones
Hospital where x-rays revealed a
crushed vertebra.

Citing the great strides made by
Fulton and South Fulton in the
past five years Mr. Wyatt painted
a glowing picture for cities who
have the will and the determination to make them attractive to
industry. He said that "the prime
objective of Kentucky's economic
development program is to create
the best possible product and that
Fulton and South Fulton have
created a product of community
pride that will surely make its
mark and impression upon those
industries decking to locate in
Kentucky."
In a meeting replete with awards and commendations Joe
Treas was elected president of the
organization succeeding capable
and hard-working John Sullivan.
Mr. Treas was recently appointed
acting postmaster of Fulton and
has served, prior 1.3 his recent
Federal appointment as representative from Fulton and Hickman
counties. Other new officers are
Jim White of the City National
Bank as vice-president and Rodney Miller as president. Mr. Treas
introduced the principal speaker,
Mr. Wyatt.
New directors elected were
Randall Burcharn, Sonny Puckett
Chuck Beard. and C. H. McDaniel.
They replace four directors rotated from the board, Dr. E. F.
Crocker, Dewey Johnson,, Vyron
Mitchell, and Paul Westphbling.
Also highlighting the meeting
was the recognition of both Ful-

ton and South Fulton for achievements in state community development programs of Kentucky
and Tennessee.
Nolan Puckett of the Tennessee
Department of Conservation and
Commerce and co-ordinator of
the community development program of that state, presented a
certificate of achievement to Mrs.
W. F. Stewart, chairman of the
Bigger, Better, and More Beautiful Committee of South Fulton,
for their efforts in community improvement. Robert Burrow receiv_
ed on behalf of Fulton a plaque
presented by J. C. Zimmerman
vice-president of the Kentucky
State Chamber of Commerce. The
plaque was awarded Fulton for
having placed fourth against 54
cities of its population class over
a five year period of competition
in community development.
The dinner meeting was held
at South Fulton cafeteria, with
well over 200 attending despite
inclement weather. W. 0. Beard,
minister of First Christian Church
asked the invocation. During the
meal, music was furnished by
Mrs. Nelson Tripp at the piano.
Win Whitnel acted as toastmaster for the evening, and introduced the guest who were present. He also recognized Mayor
Milton Counce of South Fulton
and Mayor Nelson Tripp of Fulton.
Mayor Tripp spoke in behalf of
both in extending a welcome to
Continued on Page Five

City National Bank Stockholder In New
Business Development Corporation
Robert K. Landrum, former
Vice President of banks in Lexington. Kentucky and Albany, Georgia, has assumed the position of
Executive Vice President of the
Business Developmept Corporation of Kentucky. The leading firm
opened its offices in the Commonwealth Building, Louisville, on
January 10th, a few days after
Landrum's employment. Loan applications are now being taken
from those businesges in need of
medium term credit for purposes
of expansion whose growth will
benefit Kentucky's economy.
The City National Bank of
Fulton is a strong supporter and
stockholder in the Business Development Corporation.
Authority to establish this type
of privately-managed and financed business-leading corporation
was granted by Kentuc0-1980

General Assembly after Lt. Gov.
ernor Wilson W. Wyatt investigated the success of a similar organization in North Carolina.
Wyatt has declared that he believes Kentucky's B. D. C. to be
the "most broadly-based development Corporation in existance"
and that Formation of Business
Development Corporation is "the
most important single step in
Kentucky's new economic development program".
Its Broad of Directors is made
up of twenty-one outsanding
Kentucky business readers. They
are the representatives of 244
participating Kentucky banks, insurance companies, utilities companies and other business intervas. The B. D. C. has $3 1-2 million in private fund. contributed
or pledged by these business concerns for growth loans to indus-

LT.-GOV. WILSON WYATT is as interested as
Notebook Columnist about "kin folks" Mrs .1. C.
Olive and Joe Trees being at the helm of activities
for the Chamber of Commerce. (se Notebook

try and business.
The Business Development Corporation of Kentucky will function as a vital segment of the program to bring additional industry
to the State, develop new and
expand existing
business and
industry, increase
employment
and raise the per capita income.
It will cooperate and act in conjunction with other organizations,
public or private, in the promotion and advancement of business and industrial developments.
The Corporation will not compete with banks: An application
to B. D. C. will only de considered after it has been declined by a
bank or other lending institution.
When a Kentucky banker feels
that his institution cannot make
a requested loan, he can urge the
applicant to apply to the Business
Development Corporation,

about "kin folks.") Mrs. Olive Is executive seeretary of the Chamber of Commerce. Other photos
inside.
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A Paradox: More Mail, More Expense; Less Room
Most newspapers in the nation
today probably face the same paradox
as we do: the higher cost of mailing
nir paper to subscribers causes a con'tent sifting of unessential informaion from being set in type in order
10 keep from running extra pages and
paying higher postage bills. Yet the
amount of "free" matter arriving at
our office from government agencies
seems to grow by leaps and bounds,
just as though we had pages unlimitd.
In other words the Post Office
eting volume, raises our rates every
year crying "expense", while other
government agenciesildjagqthepais
with franked matter that They would
like to see us publish. The franked
matter certainly adds to Post office
handling expense; but the paradox is
that by its very existence it causes a
certain amount of shrinkage in space
that can be allotted to it.
We don't know everyone's answer, but we do know ours . . . this
matter goes to the wastebsket, and
some of it deserves better treatment
than that.
Let's take a look at a few figures
out of our own office over the past
weekend.
From Friday to Monday we received seventeen pieces of government
mail. Nine of these "news stories"
were obviously sent to every paper in
Kentucky—a total of around 165—
making a total state mailing of 1,485.
All nine of them went into our wastebasket, but we would have run some
Dr all of them if we had room. One,
from the Board of Civil Service Examiners at Wright Field, Ohio, out-

lined certain jobs open there; another
from a similar Board at Ft. Knox outlined jobs open at Ft. Knox; another
from Senator Morton was just to
praise Dean Welch; two from the
Treasury Department at Louisville
were stories about tax returns; four
were miscellaneous agricultural matter from the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville.
We don't know by what other
method these agencies seek to circulate this information to all citizens in
this area, but if they are depending
on us to do it they are obviously misled.
\AZa are using the..news for Veterans frOin—VA Louisville: ttre'Army
hometown news story from KC, the
FHA news from Mayfield and some
of the USDA news from Hickman and
Union City, as well as one of the releases from Ft.' Campbell, but won't
guarantee to use any of it if we get
purely local news to replace it. No
room.
To bring all of this mailing more
in line with usage, we would like to
suggest a plan for suc'n agencies: mail
out a double postcard every year to
every medium on the mailing list,
ASKING whether the paper or radio
or TV WANTS TO KEEP RECEIVING such matter. If the answer is
either negative or none is received at
all, STOP IT and save the taxpayer's
money. To keep the list from dwindling yearly, re-mail cards to ALL
media each year, even those who continually refuse it.
At least ONE mailing a year
would be better than 52 or 104 not
wanted.

Half Of Kentucky Gets Fluoridated Water
More than 50 percent of Kentuckians obtaining drinking water
from municipal systems now receive
the benefits of fluoridation, the Kentucky Department of Health reports.
Water supplies of 42 communities, serving 859,000 persons, now
contain fluorides, the agency said.
The fluorides help prevent tooth de_ cay.
The agency said the number of
Kentucky communities having fluorieation puts Kentucky in a leading
position among the states in this regard.

And contrary to reports published (and believed by some)around Fulton several years ago at the time
fluoridation of city water was voted
down, there are.no cases of rotting
bones, sudden death due to "poison"
in the water or other such.
Fluoridation is a benefit . . .
finding its greatest good in developing cavity-free teeth in growing children. All dentists endorse it; the
American Medical Association endorses it; the Department of Health
endorses it. Perhaps someday Fultonians themselves will endorse it for the

By Stephen P. Kennedy
Commissioner, New York City
Police Department
PREJUDICE is evil, It destroys
man's spirit, wraps his mind, and
blinds him to his own true reason for
existence.
Prejudice is found everywhere
and must be fought everywhere it is
found. It flourishes on ignorance,
false rumor and misunderstanding. It
must be sought out and exposed for
what it is—a tragic degradation of
man.
When a recruit enters the Police
Department, he is the product of his
environment. No matter how carefully screened, he brings with him all
the strengths and weaknesses resulting from his background.
FOR this reason I have insisted
that as soon as a recruit begins his
training he examine prejudice. He is
taught what science has discovered
concerning races of man: that intelligence and strength and honesty are
unrelated to race; that color of skin,
texture of hair ,and similar differTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
I. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
Voted "Best All Around" In class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
*leo firrond place In 1159 and Flonerable agootton Is
/9111

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
addras all mall faubscrlotIona, chime.. of addreea
Role INS Fulton. Zrelturlt7
•orom 31"a to Post OW.
Published Every Thursday of The Year
member of the Kentucky Press Association
member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau

a
ilubseription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton
Hickman. Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere
throllifisntIT the United States $4.00 per year.
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by McFsaffers

North hoped and prayed for some
success to a Peace ConferenceAlmost all the states in the Union
had delegates in Washington to
try to draw up some agreement
which would entice the seceded
states back into the Union
The movement which history Compact, perfectly balanced; easy
calls the "Crittenden Compro- to carry, easy to use on farm,
mise" was still a possibility. The campsite, ranch or woodlot!
action had been loot in the House
113 to 0 on January 14, 1361. Perhaps the Senate could peas the
measure?

This Chain Saw Is

TOPS

The Compromise was named for
Senator John J. Crittenden of
Kentucky. a Unionist senator who
was to help keep Kentucky loyal
to the Union. (Kentucky would
furnish many men to the Confederacy, however-)
The Crittenden Compromise had
four main provisions: Make the
Fugitive Slave Law constitutional; Repeal the State Personal liberty Laws; Suppress tug especially obnoxious features to the Fugitive Slave Law; and, Provide for
a rigorous suppression of the outside slave trade.

"it's customary

here, Argyle, to

submit

resignations

in writing!
"

ROWIIRMIER

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—
?Larch

1941

Jack Maddox who was recently
drafted by the U. S. Army left
this week for Ft. Knox.
The South Fulton Red Devils
won the Seventh District basketball tournament last week in
Union City defeating Rives. 31 to
21.
Mrs. Ward Johnson and infant
son were dismissed Saturday from
the Fulton Hospital.
The Boy Scouts of Troop 68 of
Cayce entertained Girl Scouts of
Cayce with a hamburger supper
Thursday evening. Guests present
were: Mr. Paul L. Sudlow, Mr.
P. B. Stubblefield, Martha Williamson. Martha Sue Wade, Dorothy Fuller. Margaret Jones, Alberta Mabry, Imogene Wade.
Dorothy Bryant, Mrs. Donald Mabry, and Mrs. M. C. Bondurant,
assiptant leaders, and Mrs. Clyde
Corum, committee member.
Scouts present and the rank of
each follow: Billy Sheehan, -life
scout; Charles McMurry, star
scout; Joe Albert Scearce, star
scout; Billy Lowe, star scout; Roy
Eugene Wade, first class scout;
Joe Campbell, second class; Eugenie Cruce,-second class; Charles
A. Sloan, second class; Harry

Sublette, second class; Roy Singtenderfoot; Keethley Croce,
Wad e Brociunah,
tenderfoot;
tenderfoot; J. C. Mentes, scoutmasterThree boys have been enrolled
as new 9COULS: Billy Simpson.
McMurray and Paul
Howard
Wade.

leton,

Fifteen new basketball suits
have itrrived for the local team
from Detroit from parents of the
Fulton Tigers.
The parking and drinking situation is becoming a little mixed. A
driver so drunk that he had no
business being on the streets
much less under a wheel, was seen
trying to get his car out from a
parking zone. He smashed into the
car behind and crushed the radiator shield, then he pulled forward
and crinkled a rear fender for the
car ahead. Finally he got out.
What happened later is not
known.
Work at the garment factory has
been steady during the last few
weeks, after a slack period caused by readjustments in the national defence program which
caused a shortage in materials. At
present about 400 employees are
working.

HOMILLITIE
As Low As $3.48
Weeki.E. Oar
town payment.

BURNETTE

Delegates from Virginia. Tennessee, Kentucky and New Jersey
had been instructed by their states
to support the measure.
Lincoln, it was said, did not
favor the extreme provisions of
the Compromise Had the CompromLse been passed by the Senate, it
would not have satisfied the
Southern stat-s which had already seceded. The Crittenden
Cornpnxie %v as - defeated in the
Senate on March 2, 1861.
President Buchanan, in his address to the
new
Congress,
strengthened the position of the
seceders when he told the Congress that the Federal
Government had no lawful right to
resist
stsendon .
even if secession itself was not lawful

RUPTURE

The New Sensational
Invention
Sutberland's
MD
Trim
No Belts — No Straps
No Odors

TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

BY

Fourth

The Nation's newspapers of late
February, 1861, were filled with
stories of the inauguration of
Jefferson Davis as President of
the seceded states, or of the coming of Abraham Lincoln to Washington, or of the plight of the
garrison of Ft. Sumter, and of the
anxious moves of the Unionists
to protect Lincoln and the capitol
city of Washington.
Lincoln left his house in Springfeld, Illinois, back on February
11. He told his friends that he did
not know when he would return
Many people would not bet on
his even safely reaching Washgangs had
ington. Numerous
sworn they would kill the Presihe had a
dent-elect before
chance to take officio.
The government was taking belated precautions to move troops
from distant posts to protect the
capitol city. Ft. McHenry in Baltimore was occupied by 40 U. S.
Marines. Harper's Ferry and its
arsenal was guarded by a detachment of sixty cavalrymen.
General Scott had moved two
companies of artillery from Ft.
Leavenworth to the Washington
area.
Virginia had not seceded, that
February, but from Richmond had
come
demands
that Virginia
troops be used to capture and
hold Washington. It was expected
that Fortress Monroe, at the tip
of the Yorktown peninsula, would
be turned over to Virginia as the
commander was "reported" to be
secessionist in sympathy. (The
Union held Ft. Monroe all during
the War, however )
The Federal government at fast
took notice of the fact that
Southern contractors were buying
all the guns in the North for the
South. The Samuel Colt's factory
In Ilartford, Coon, was operating
twenty -four hours a day, and
could not fill all the orders. A
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Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs

Captain Pierre Beauregard had
been appointed and fired as Superintendent at West Point. There
Ls no need to identify Beauregani
to any student of the Civil War
The man had accepted the appointment to West Point, but had
said he would resign his commission when his state of Louisiana
left the Union. 13eagregard was
angered, however:
, that Gen. Totten did not wait for his resignation, but fired him outright. (It
would be only two months before
Beauregard
would be in command of all Confederate troops
facing Ft. Sumter.)
Most of the Confederate states
had passed laws giving their Governors powers similar to those of
the President of the United States
Citizens of each of the seceded
states were no longer citizens of
the United States, but of their individual state only, with stricts
laws regarding treason. The citizen's responsibility to his new nation was outlined to him. Each
state had a postal service. and letters to , any northern state was
sent as to a "foreign" country.
Each state also organized tnilitory policeman usually motante(l,
with orders to preserve order.
When Lincoln arrived in Washington, the was smuggled in to
town) he listened to a long account from Mr. Caleb Cushing.
of Massachusetts. Cushing had
been a Rreckinridge man, and had
been allowed to remain in (liarlesion long after most northern
men had been chased out of the
city. Said Cushing to Lincoln:
"Sir, they are decidedly in earnest. Vigilance committees have
expelled every Northerner in the
state, including- harmless females
of the best disposition. Nothing
can withhold them, Sir, nothing.
The Union is destroyed ..."
all
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and Efficient.
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customer h our
best testtmoniall. That ts
why we give you hid efficient technical service and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to saving you
money!
A ,uithined

shipment of guns for Georgia was
seised by police in New York. and
Georgia papers were very angry.
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ences in appearance are superficial.
In short, that each man is more like
his neighbor than unlike him.
He is reminded that every great
religion teaches the brotherhood of
man and each emphasizes that salvation is not based on race or color. He
is encouraged to examine his conscience in the light of his own religious beliefs to realize that this is so
and that charity toward all men is the
Creator's rule of life.
It would be well if we all pondered and weighed the admonition of
Christ: "Do to other men all that you
would have them do to you: this is
the law and the prophets." Because
of man's failure to obey this command, we must support costly law enforcement agencies to guard against
and battle the violators of the Golden
Rule. Yet each of us knows in his
heart and soul what is the right thing
to do and that each of us is the other's
brother. As the years go by and the
world grows smaller and smaller we
realize this more and more.
PROGRESS is exasperatingly
slow. We take two steps forward—
then falter—and go back one. But we
must press forward. We cannot allow
the • bigot, the hatemonger, and the
rabble rouser to take over.
In our churches and synagogues,
in our schools, and most importantly
—in our homes, we must strive day
in and day out to educate all within
our scope to \cast out prejudice and
unfair criticisin so that we can all live
together in safety and harmony.
JUSTICE AND PEACE and better race relations will only come
about if we work at it. If they are desirable—and surely you cannot think
otherwise—why not work at it?
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100 Years Ago This Week
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Roper Televis' ion
306 Main Street

Phone 307

MORE WADE'S BARGAINS
Nice Poster Bed Room Suite
Nice Bed Room Suite

$ 57.50

Living Room Suites, from

$ 37.50

Nice Dining Room Suite
Gas Range, like new

$ 37.50

Chifferobes, from

$ 12.50

Nice Buffet

$ 12.50

Wringer Type Washers, from
Odd Coffee and End Tables, now

$ 55.00

$100.00

$ 24.95
1-2 PRICE

Refrigerators, from

$ 34.95

Table Lamps, from

$ 2.50

Breakfast Tables and Chairs, from
9x12 Rugs, 2 for

$ 10.88

Remnants of Rugs
60,000 BTU Gas Heaters

$ 17.50

a
is

1-2 PRICE
$ 82.50

WADE'S USED STORE
"Trade With Wade and Save"
EASY TERMS
217 Main Street
Phone 478
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Miss Gertie Mae Parker of
Jackson, Tennessee spent the
weekend with her parents Mr. and
Mrs. SeWon Parker.
Master Jimmie Holloway spent
the weekend with his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wheelis.
Miss Constance Jones spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs, Byron
Boyd. Mr. Boyde father Mr. J. T.
.Boyd of Tri City was visiting them
also. lie is also the uncle of Miss
Jones and will be 99 years old the
3rd of March and is still very active.
Mrs. Calvin Thomas, Mrs. Rebecca Mayo and Mrs. Cecil Coutrill called on Miss Constance
Jones Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Murphy attended church at Latham Baptist
Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Thomas attended church at Pleasant View
Baptist Church and then drove
over to Fulton and had dinner
--witis..Mra...Thosnaga. sister
Paul Butts.
Those who attended the funeral
of Uncle Rube Vincent at Dukedom Methodist Church were Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Thomas. Mimi
Constance Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Clinard and Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Barham. All extend sympathy to the family.
All on Dukedom Route 1 extend
sympathy to the Mr. Forest House
family. He was the father-in-law
of our mail earner,
Mr. and Mrs. Vestal Coltharp
called on Miss Constance Jones
for a visit with her.
. All enjoyed the Woe weather
we had last week.
I MUSIC GROUPS AT UK
There are eight student musical
organizations at the University of
Kentucky. They are Women's Glee
Club, Men's Glee Club, University Choristers. University Chorus,
Symphonic Band, Marching Band,
University Orchestra and Opera
Workshop.,
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• Direct drive tor test. °soy cutting
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• Takes bars up to 30"
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PAUL NAILLING
Implement Co.
$14 Walnut St.

Phone IS
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ficiatedl, assisted by the Rev. ZoIan Clayton of Kevil and the Rev.
John Britt of Friendship, Tenn.
Burial was in Wilkerson cemetery.

• CHESTNUT

IlEAtIS
Forrest House
Forrest House, 64, former Dukedom and Latham merchant, died
at 4:20 p. m, February 17 at his
home in Dukedom following a
long illness. H'e was a veteran of
World War I. He had been in ill
health for many years.
Born in WeaklerCounty. Tenn.,
he was the sort of the late Frank
Parker and Mattie }fernery House.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs.
Maggie Ries House; a son, W F.
House of Memphis, a daughter,
Mrs. Richard Rose of Dukedom,
three grandchildren and four brothers, E. P. Howie of Milan, Dewey, !sham, and Hernby Ural*, of
Jackson, Tenn., two sisters, MESS
Ruby House of Jackson and Mrs.
Florence Holmes of Senate, Mo.
Basil Ross of Fulton is a brother-in-law of the decemled.
Funeral services were held at
Good Springs Cumberland Presy.teriau Church February 19 with
Bro. Grirvin Brundige
Burial was in the church cemetery.
Jackson Bros. Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.

HIGHWAY CONFERENCE
STARTS MARCH 1 AT UK
Persons primarily interested in
research, construction and maintenance of Kentucky highways
will receive a simulated trip to
Russia at the 13th annual Kentucky Highway Conference at the
University of Kentucky March
1-2. The state's Commissioner of
Conservation, J. 0. Matlick, will
give an illustrated talk on his
trip to Russia which he made
while editor and publisher of the
Kentucky Farmer magazine.

GLADE
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan •

Several in ttus community
planted their english peas, onions
and other early ipring vegetables
last werek due to the very nice
weather. However it is fortunate
that they did . the planting last
week as such would be impossible
this week due to several days
rain.
Several from this community atTRAGIC ACCIDENT LOSS
Economic loss florin traffic accidents in Kentucky during the past
decade equals at: arraaint of money that would I alrf 65,000 new
$15,000 homes.

tended the district tournament fcrboys at Palmersville last week.
The Girls District tournament is
being attended by several from
this community, at Dresden this
week.
Mrs. Eugene Heathcott is a patient at the Fulton if, dtal due to
a broken ankle that she suffered
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay McConnell
of Chicago spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Will Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
and Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Wright
and Mike from Conway, Arkansas
spent the week end with Mr. and
Mrs. Van Brann in Memphis. The
Wrights are moving to El Dorado,
Arkansas next weekend.
Mrs. Georgia Lee Ebersole from
Muskagee, Okla. spent the week-
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end with Mr. and Mrs. J B "inrues,Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Nanny received a most interesting letter
froni their granddaughter, Magdaline Spence. who is now working for the Sloan Kittering Cancer Institute in New York City.
The institute is paying her tuition
to evening classes at Hunter College. She is most interested in her
work and has really fallen in love
with New York City. However, she
says she still gets a little homesick and would be glad to hear
from any of her Tennessee friend's.
Magdaline is a former Martin
High School student and woultt be
glad to hear from any of her for-

mer classmates. She says she can
hardly believe that such a wonderful opportunity has come to
her. Her address is Ellen M.
Spence, 19 W. 82nd St., New York
City, New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Helms from
Chicago and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Parnell and Larry have recently
visited Mr. and Mrs. Milburn
Canner and Jim. The Parnells
have recently moved from New
Orleans, Louisiana to Nashville.
Tom is engineer for Road Builders Incorporated in Nashville.
David Nanney reports that he
continues to improve slowly after
being so sick for the past several
months.

Hunt's Tomato-rama

Henry Gailian Barnes
Henry Gerhart Barnes, 64. Water
Valley resident, died at 2:13 a. m.
February 16 at Jones hospital following a short illness.
He was born in Graves County,
Kentucky, February 23, 1896, the
Don of Henry and Cora Neeley
Barnes of Graves County.
He operated a grocery store in
Water Valley until recently,
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Kathleen Barnes. a daughter,
Mrs. John W. Rhodes, Detroit; two
step-sons. Charles and Rollette
Bennett. Detroit; a brother, Gid
Barnes of Mayfield; a sister, Mrs.
Arlie Morris. Water Valley; seven
grandchildren, two great grandchildren and several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services were held at
the Pentecostal Church at Water
Valley February 18. Rev. D. L.
Parnell, pastor, officiated, assisted
by Rev. L E. Moore of Water
Valley.
Burial was in Camp Beauregard
cemetery with Jackson Brothers
In charge.

HUNTS

NO. 2 1-2

SIZE

39c

FRUIT COCKTAIL
BARTLETT

HUNT'S

No• 2 1/2 Can 39c No. 300 Can 25c"TOMATO PASTE

....„.
HUNTS

T1 111

TOMATO PUREE 2 For 29c 1 TOMATO SAUCE 2 300 size 39c
HUNTS

2

32-oz, Can

300 Cans 27c

CANS

460z.

$1.00

TOMATO JUICE...25c 3 FOR
HUNTS

SP

YELLOW
CLING,
SLICED OR
HALVES

•

) HUNTS

CALIF.

TOMATOES No. 2 1-2 Can 29c ) CATSUP 214 oz. Bottles 39c

2 300 Size ...39c
..
No 2 1-2 Can.. 25c

SWIFT'S PROTEIN BEEF SALE! THE BEST YOUR MONEY
CAN BUY FROM THE FINEST CATTLE GROWN, GUARN- E

1

R. W. (Uncle Bob) Wilkerson,
92, died at 5 a. m. February 17 at
his home in Pryorsburg after a
Iwo-year illness.
He was the son of the late Rev.
and Mrs. F. A. Wilkerson.
Survivors Include his wife, Mrs.
Beulah Hester Wilkerson; three
daughters. Mrs. Roy Farrell and
Mrs. Jessie Gibeon, both of Mayfield. and Mrs. J. W. L.assister of
Murray; a stepdaughter, Mrs. Ode
Mullin; a sister, Mrs. N. D. Cotham of Tucson. Ariz.; a brother,
F. A. Wikelrson of Murray; a halfbrother, R. B. Wilkerson of Middlestown, Ohio; seven grandchildren and lp great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
February 18 at Pryorsburg Methodist Churh. Rev. D. H. Tucker of-

OLD

LB.

SIRLOIN

••• 79c

LB.

T-BONE

BOLOGNA Lb. ••• 27c PORK Brains

Lb. 19c

WITH

SBLAUELPALADTE

99c
$1.09

5 LB. Pail 89c

FRESH FROZEN

FASHION

COUPON

at. ••.19c

DRESSING
alIL

STARKIST GREEN LABEL

VERMONT MAID 2c OFF
NEW CATCH

SYRUP 120z. •••• 29c
OYSTERS
Select
99c 1 COFFEE Lb.Bag ... 69c

Yen

89c

. .27c

TEED TENDER & JUICY 10 TIMES OUT OF TEN.

•

CANS

i HUNTS

PICNIC SIZE

IL W. Wilkerson
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300 SIZE

2 FOR

HUNTS 6 oz.

PEARS

FOUR

AMERICAN ACE

12 Oz.

29c

1-2 Size .

TUNA

WELCH 24 Oz.

GRAPE JUICE ... 39c

1•10411111tulh

POTATOES 25 89'

307

WASH,

CLEAN
RED

FLAVORKIST
Lemon ('ustard. Oatmeal &
Sugar Cookies Mix or Matti&

5.00
7.50

4 FOR 99c

-

7.50

,7.50

10.00

SUNSHINE Hydro' 11 1-4 Os. or Orbit
('reme 11 1-2 Os Your Choice

2.50

2 FOR 69c

OLD TIME, RED WINESAP

FRESH&

APPLES

4 Lbs. .... 49c
LETTUCE each head .. I2k2

CABBAGE

FIRM, CRISP

SOUR, JUICY, SUNKIST

14.95
2.50

[7.50

[0.88

LICE

32.50

4

178

LB. 5c
Doz. 29c

LEMONS

BABY FOOD

2.50

HEINZ
STRAINED
JAR

10c

SWIFTS

!4.95

[ICE

GREEN

a glass
of beer
is many
things
to Kentucky

.. naturally, it means
emoyable refreshment all over
Kentucky Said it also means
a better, growing economy
tar Kentucky. Our Brewing
Industry helped Kentucky
farmers last year by buying
some $5 million in grains and
other farm crops Beer means
better hying fir all
Kentucky people.

CHIFFON LIQUID
(ior off) 22 os. .... 59e
(Sc off) 12 os39e

1

240z. .... 39c ICE CREAM 1-2 Gal. ... 69c
PIE
CURTISS FAMILY
3 for .... $1.00
.... 25c
BABYRUTHSTICKS

PET
CIIE

Pz.

NORTHERN ASST.
TOWELS
2 ROLLS 43c

i
IMPITUCRY DIVISION U.S. BREWERS
FOUNDATION—LOUISVILLE

T
RY

50—Top Value Stamps FREE with
this Coupon and purchase of 1 Jar
of 20 oz Jambo Preserves or Jelly
Coupon Expires Sal, Feb. 25th

bars
6K
AC

ii111131Y;; 8s

PURPLE HULL PEAS
100—Top Value Stamps FREI,
with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding other cotter,,,
items, cigarettes & tobacco
Coupon Expires Sat Feb. 25th

KITCHEN
KRAFT

50—FREE Top Value Stamps to
Cash your Payroll Checks with
this Coupon.
Coupon Expires Sat Feb 25th

2300is 29c
BLUE PLATE SALAD DRESSING Qt. 19c with this Coupon
and $5.00 purchase of other groceries.
Coupon Expires Sat- Feb. 25th
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Miss Boyd and Mr. Templeton Exchange Vows
In Brilliant Ceremony At Methodist Church
By Agatha Gayle Voelpel
In a formal wedding marked by
utmost beauty and dignity Miss
Barbara Ann Boyd, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Gould Boyd,
became the bride of Thomas McKelvey Templeton, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Loyd Clayton Templeton of
Memphis, Tennessee on Saturday
afternoon the eighteenth of February, nineteen
hundred and
sixty-one. The impressive double
ring ceremony was solemnized at
five o'clock in the First Methodist
Church, with Dr. John H. Horton,
superintendent of the North Memphis District and uncle of the
groom officiating assisted by the
Reverend Joseph I. Leggett, pastor of the church.
The church was decorated with
handsome greenery and myriad
white candles. The choir loft held
tall-eroodwardia arrangements and
was centered with spiral candelabra which formed a heart. Other
greenery and candelabra were at
'either side qf the _loft. Smilax

draped the choir rail. The pulpit
was similarly decorated with tall
jade trees predominating. Smilax
and groupings of candles outlined
the communion rail. The bridal
aisle was marked with smilax and
gardenia satin bows on the pews.
John C. Winter, organist, presented a program of nuptial music
and used the traditional wedding
marches from Wagner's "Lohengrin" and "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" — Stendelsmihn. Thomas
Lee Thomas, baritone soloist,
sang "Oh Promise Me"—DeKoven
and the Malotte "Lord's Prayer. Mr. Boyd gave his daughter in
marriage. She wore an original
formal wedding" gown of pale
ivory peau de sole, elegant in its
simplicity. The bodice had a bateau neckline and the, Song pointed sleeves were fastened with
tiny covered buttons. Covered
buttons also closed the back of the
gown. The bell-shaped skirt was
ankle length. The flowing court
train fell from the waistline. Her

WEEK -END

SPECIALS

Chocolate Covered Peanuts

Chocolate Bridge Mix.
Your Choice.

3

Full Lb.

PAC*
YOUTH CHAIR

Unpainted,
White Southern
Hardwood.
Proper Height
For Seating
At The Table.

$ 99
Reg. 5.95

ENAMEL
COOKWARE

;40

3 pc Saucepan Set/
1
2-1-11
/
2 qt.
3 qt. Covered Saucepan
Bake and Utility Pan 7a II a 2"
834 qt. Dish Pan
4 qt. Covered Pot'
1 qt. Double Boiler

Your
Choice
ea.
Values to 1.49
itroiarr

5-Pc MEASURING CUP SET
Cast aluminum, graduated sizes
REG. $1; SPECIAL 67c
'Stardust' Stainless Tableware
Table Knives, Tablespoons,
Teaspoons, forks
YOUR CHOICE; 9c EACH
OK STEP LADDER
REG. 1.98;$
SPECIAL $1.57
3 Steps. 24-inches tall; all wood

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c \STORE

full length imported illusion veil
was in three tiers. The illusion
had handrolled hems. The veil
was held in place by a Queen
Anne crown of Guipire lace which
was beaded with seed pearls.
Tiny crystal tear drops fell from
each point of the crown. She carried a bouquet of tang stemmed
white roses caught with ivnrY
satin ribbons."
Miss Ella Adelaide Doyle was
the maid of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Virginia McKelvey
Templeton, sister of the groom,
Mrs. John Howard Templeton.
sister-in-law of the groom, Miss
Kay Krieger, Miss Linda Louise
Jones, and Miss. Charlotte Anne
Fall. Miss Linda Ann Stokes cousin of the bride was the flower
girl. All of the attendants wore
identical ankle length dresses of
ivory ,peau de soon which were
designed like the bride's gown except for short sleeves. Their
headdresses were latticed crowns
of illusion which were studded
with seed pearls and had circular
veils. The adult attendants carried
a single Better Times rose. The
flower girl scattered rose petals
from an ivory satin and lace garden hat. The girls wore short
white kid gloves.
David Francis Stokes, cousin of
the bride, was a traditional ring
bearer wearing an eton suit of
white slipper satin with the pleated shirt featuring a Peter Pan
collar. He carried the rings on a
lace edged ivory satin pillow.
Dr. Templeton served his son as
best man. Groomsmen were John
Howard Templeton, brother of the
groom, James Elmore Holmes Jr.
Alfred Lee Bushart, Gaylon Varden, Charles Bailey Rucker and
Richard Hugh Sullivan.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Boyd chose an ankle length
dinner dress of jade green crystallette with matching Chantilly
lace bodice and long sleeves. Her
lace pill box hat was encircled
with a lace ruffle which formed
an eyebrow veil. Her accessories
matched her dress and she had a
white orchid corsage.
Mrs. Templeton, mother of the
groom, wore a dinner dress of
wood violet pent de soie designed with a V in the back and a
slightly flaring skirt. Her matching veil hat was studded with
velvet violets. Her corsage was a
vivid purple orchid.
Immediately following the ceremony the bride's parents entertained with a reception at the
Fulton Country Club. The club
rooms were decorated with arrangements of laurel and smilax
and white candles burning in
branched candelbra.
The register table, coyered with
a cutwork cloth, was decorated
with a tall anniversary cloth and
a white bride's pen. The large
reception table was covered with
a floor length taffeta cloth which
was caught at intervals with
smilax and ivory satin bows.
Branched silver candelabra held
tall white tapers; other silver and
crystal appointments were used.
The tiered wedding cake was topped with a large single icing rose.
Assisting at the reception were
Mrs. Virginia Stokes, Miss Judy
Browning, Mrs. Jerry Phillips.
Miss Priscilla Lee, Miss Mary Ann
Bennett, Miss Susan Bushart, Mrs.
Maxwell McDade Jr., Mrs. Charles W. Binford, Mrs. Charles Wade
Andrews, Miss Pamela Homra,
Miss Norma Owen, Miss Terry
Thomas, Miss Patsy Jo Fields,
Mss Phylis Kelly, Mrs. Charles
B. Rucker, Mrs. R. Bruce Jones,
Mrs. Gary Haynes, Miss Cherry]
Rice, Miss Jackie Hinton, Miss
Mary Jo Westpheling, Miss Marianna Weaks,
Miss Carmen
Weaks, and Miss Gail Bushart.
Music for the reception was
given by Miss Jane Edwards at
the organ.
Late in the evening Mr. and
Mrs. Templeton left for a southern wedding trip after which
they will be at home at 289 Stonewall, Memphis, Tennessee.
For travelling Mrs. Templeton
wore a early spring costume suit
fashioned of navy sheer wool with
a bodice white pure silk with
navy coin dots. The brief woolen
jacket was lined with the same
dotted silk. She wore a navy veil
hat trimmed with a velvet how.
Her accessories were of navy kidskin. She wore ivory cymbidium
orchids at her shoulder.
Out-of-town guests included:
Mrs. A. Sidney Newton, Mrs. C.
S. Peller, Miss Annie Laurie Petter, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Flowers.
Miss Diane Burns, R. Gordon
Black, Mr. and Mrs. John Templeton, Mrs. Thomas C. McKelvey,
Miss Diane de la Roque, Bob
Dieter, Dr. and Mrs. John L.
Horton, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Shannon Miss Anne Ulhorn, Walter
Broadfoot. Dr. and Mrs. W. J.
Templeton, Dr. and Mrs. Neil J.
Leonard, Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Bruce Jr., Mrs. James C. Hicks,
Miss Carla Hicks, Miss Linda
Aniece Hicks, Mr. and Mrs. George Bowden all of Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Haynes, Henderson, Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs.
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Illusion bows and Wee of the
valley.
For the dinner Miss Boyd wore
a strikingly handsome dinner suit
fashioned of eggshell taffeta with
sheath styling.
The invited list was composed
of the members of the wedding
party and the out of town guests.
LITTLE AfiN IS HURT!
A fall from a highchair brought
-about painful injuries and facial
lacerations to little Leslie Ann
Homra, the one-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hornra.
The little girl fell on a glass from
her highchair. She was taken to
the Fulton Hospital.
AGAIN AND AGAIN!
For the second straight year
lovely Miss Laraine Fields has
been named "Miss UTMB" at the
University of Tennessee Martin
Branch. Laraine is the daughter
Mr: and Mn. Clyde Fields.

PLENTY TALENT!
The big talent show held at the
Fulton High School on Wednesday morning under the sponsdrship of the Fulton Homemakers
of America was acclaimed an outstanding success. The very enjoyable program was presented by
the FFA members before an appreciated audience.

Dewey Johnson
All

types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
Phone 401
Fulton. Ky.
ON Lake et.

FINAL CLEARANCE!
All fall and winter stock reduced
.••••••••

GIRLS' Dresses, blouses, skirts, car-coats,
sportswear, sweaters, pajamas (Sizes thru 12 years)

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas.McKelvey Templeton
S. Perk Bearden, Jr., Nashville,
Tennessee; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
T. Bucker, Lebanon, Tennessee:
Mrs. H. A. Crane, Fountain Hill,
Arkansas; Mrs. Mallie V. Rice,
Hamburg, Arkansas; Mrs. Forrest
Rice and Miss Kathy Rice both
of Crossett. Arkansas.
Mrs. Edwin Taylor and Miss
Carolyn Taylor both of Trimble.
Tennessee; Mrs. G. S. Flippin.
Miss Carolyn Flippin. Mimi Martha
Heitmuller, Mr. and Mrs. Giles
Horton, Mr. and Mrs. Will Poindexter and Miss Dorothy Stewart all of Milan, Tennessee; Mr
and Mrs. Howard Jones, Mr. and
and Mrs. Howard Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. R. Bruce Jones and Mr. and
Mrs. Nap Brigham all of Dyersburg. Tennessee: Mrs. Charles
Wade Andrews of Union City.
Tennessee.
Mrs: Lottye Suiter and John C
Winter both of Murray. Kentucky;
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Emerson
of Clinton, Kentucky; Miss Phyllis
Kelly, Miss Barbara Kelly. Mr.
and Mrs. Rupert Hornsby, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Sanger, Mr. and Mrs.

W. C. Hale and Miss Patsy Jo
Fields all of Hickman, Kentucky;
Tommy Thomas, M. and Mrs.
Ronald Jones, Mr. --d Mrs Ward
Thomas and Miss Patsy Thomas
all of Paducah, ::entucky
Following the wedding rehearsal at the First Methodist Church
for the wedding of Miss Barbara
Ann Boyd and Thomas McKelvey
Templeton Dr. and Mrs. Loyd
Clayton Templeton, parents cif the
groom were hosts at an elaborate
rehearsal dinner at the private
dining room of the Park Terrace.
The long U shaped -tables were
beautifully appointed'. Italian cutwork cloths were used. Centering
the honoreow' table was a spreading arrangement of white bridal
flowers .Tall three branched silver
candelabra were placed at either
side of the flowers.

BOYS Suits, sport jackets, slacks, suburban•goats,
car coats, sweaters, jeans, sport shirts, t-shirts,
pajamas (Sizes thru- 12 years)
INFANT topper sets, corduroy sets, sweaters,
sweater sets, t-shirts, cord crawlers

Drastic Markdown On Many Items
TABLES OF ITEMS priced 50c— $1.25— $1.98
$2.98. All sales final
Cash only

THE TINY TOGGERY
Main street

The Smorgasixard dinner was
served from is large table centered
with a stylized white candelabra
with tall white tapers and ornamented witb white wedding bells,

FtlitOlt

ASK 'TO 4F.F: the new Spring and aurnmer Wm. for both hots
and this that are arriving Oath'.

CLOSE-OUT!
5 and 7- PIECE CHROME

BREAKFAST SUITES

$22.50
AND UP

T V COUCHES
SOME HAVE TABLE AND
FOUR CHAIRS
SOME HAVE TABLE AND
SIX CHAIRS
ALL BRAND NEW
CURRENT STYLES

We have only a few of these
fine utility couches to sell.
Hurry Now!

$

SPECIAL FOR
ONE WEEK ONLY

50

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 CHURCH ST.
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The Fulton News, Thursday, Feb. 23, 1961 HEART C01- t•
WYATT—

HOSPITAL NEWS

(Continued tress Page I)
the group.
John Sullivan, retiring Chamber of Commerce president, gave
a report on the past yearat work,
and cited as one of the 'greatest
needs of the future a place for
the youth of the twin cities to
gather. He recognized those who
have served on the Board of Directors during his tenure of office, and paid tribute to the
Chamber of Commerce secretary,
Mrs. J. C. Olive.
In addition to Chamber of Commerce members who turned alit to
Lear the lieutenant governor last
night, a number of out of town
guests were also present. They included Clyde Briggs and Fred
Harris of the Tennessee Department of Conservation and Commerce; Malcolm Mason, vicechairman -of the Kentucky Chataibee Orttiturtverer.e.nwrnturittrt*L.
velopment Committee; John C.
Bondurant, Fulton County Judge;
Hoyt Barnett, president of the
Hickman Chamber of Commerce,
Jack Fish and Henry Craig
with the Public Relations Department of the State of Kentucky; Mack Sisk. administrative assistant to Mr. Wyatt; Mr.
Zimmerman, and Mr. Puckett.

The following persons Were
patients in the Fulton hospitals
Wednesday morning.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Roselle Smith, Mrs. Eva
Cochran, Fred Whltehead, Mrs.
Maudie Glasco, W. H. Wells. Mrs.
Kelton Hardy, Mrs. Gladys Allen.
Mr. It. It. Moss, Michael Byrd and
Bessie Lee Pirtle all of Fulton;
Mrs. Lewis Patrick, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Milton Counce, South Fulton; Mrs. Roy Anderson, Wingo;
Mrs. A. C. Bell and Mrs. George
Ceorthan both of Dukedom; Mrs.
T. C. Maxey of Clinton.
JONES HOSPITAL
Ira Cloys. Mrs. Frank Allen,
Mrs. J. W. Shepherd Mrs. A. R.
Austin, J. E. McNa6. and Mrs.
Bobby McConnell all of Fulton;
Mrs. Robert Workman, 'Fulton
Route 1; Mrs. Lola Baker, Fulton
Route 3; Mrs. M. W. Farmer and
Wanda Joyce Stone both of Clinton Route 1; John Napier, Union
City Route 3.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Edith Lowe, J L. Lewis,
Pete Ashby, H. E. Boyd, Mrs.
Bailey Roberts, Mrs. Mary Kate
McMalarf, Everett Bradley, Leslie
Homra, Mrs. A Z Tucker, Martha
FAILED TO RENEW
Brooks. Mrs. Floys Harris, Erin
Blythe, Gregg McDaniel, Artie
During 1960, an average of 9,000
Rohey. Willie Hamra. Mrs. Mike persons a month failed to renew
Fry, Mrs. Martin Nall and Linda their Kentucky operator's licenses.
Sue Henderson all of Fulton: Mrs.
Ralph Brady, Mrs Mary Floyd
and Louis Jones all of Fulton
— PHONE 12 —
Route I; Mrs. DeWitt Ramsey,
Fulton Route 2; Louis Burke, Fulton Route 3; Mrs. Eugene Mathcock and Mra. R. E. Taylor both
of Fulton Route 5; Opal Rash,
Union City; Mrs. Joe Croat, Water
Valley Route 2; Mrs. Charlie
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Brown, Crutchfield; Mrs. A. G.
INWRLE FEATURE!
('ampbell,
Cayce;
Mrs Onie
Farmer, Carrie Byassee and Roger
l011k
.411 /MOM
Curtin all of Clinton.
-

(Continued from Page I)
community service program.
The Business and Professional
Women encourage everyone to
welcome the volunteers and to be
as generous in their contributions
as possible. For families away
from home on Sunday volunteers
will leave pre-addressed envelopes in which contributions may

Funeral Services
For Mack Sisson
Will Be Today

=imager.

Ouse of ban11300

!
IluIHRI RYAN • R013101 sTACA
SHIRLEY

YAMAGUCHI

(AMFRON

vocal.

Texas
Star

MURCHISON—

(Co/Ulnae(' from Page Ons,
first hand knowledge of our
county conditions in such a manner as to make assessments that
would produce sufficient revenue
for our local agencies. Property Ls
by far the most important tax
source of governmental revenue
In Kentucky. making it the financial mainstay of local governments The assessing of property
for Ad Valorem tax purposes is a
highly specialized job and one
which requires professional ability
therefore I believe my years of
experience have given me this
ability.
I plan to make an extensive
campaign over the county during
the next three months but, in the
meantime, I ask that every voter
look into my past record and
qualifications gained by experience with tax problems. When you
have done this. I sincerely appeal
to you for your vote and influence and assure you that both will
be deeply appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
Elmer Murchison

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Bich, True
Bourbon

CAP'N JOHN—HEAT AND EAT

10-0z.89c
Pkgs.

Quaker Oats
400z. A30
Pkg. .1
KRAFT SPAGHETTI

Dinner

2
2

JULIET rtOITSE
11.14

I

Bourbon

16-0z.
Can

38.,

82-0z.
Can

Quart
Jar

Old

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, NC., PEORIA ILL.

Ovir holeH alf

t

Or Half

Rolls37°

Reg
53c

Of 6
Pkg.

4 To 8 Lb.)Lb

Loaves

49° Cheese Slices
25° Butter
35° Ice Cream cherry

39(

12-0z. A ro
Pkg. neU

American
Swiss
or Pim,

Sunnyfield
Sweet Cream
Salted
Crestmont
Vanilla

Lb.

Whipped
(8-0z. Ctn. 39e)Lb.

69(
7c

% Gal.
*JFc
Ctn. 1

A REAL VALUE

10
lb.
Bunch

Texas Marsh Seedless
Or Ruby Red

B
Labg

6/
1
2-0z.
Cans

Sultana . ..

Fruit Drink
Cherries
Asparagus
Beans
Salmon Strike

Daily

12=
1 85°
44c7.2.-994 Dog Fo
50°
Bags
4Z:85° Tea Ba
2 45' Dressing
7
00
Peanut Butter Special
J
13:63° Lunch Meat Super
OU 1-2-3
Diet

Orarrult

Ann Page
French
Reg. or Chef

144-0a.
Cane

ASP Cut
All Green

Ann Page—In
Tomato Sauce, Red,
Or Rod Beans in Chill Gravy ....
Perfect

21-°1"1
Ca/ ns

Jar &

Right

Chum

"'
Bat 33c

French Dressing=39c Dressing
KRAFT OIL &VINEGAR OR

KRAFT'S FRENCH OR

Miracle Dressing=25c Casino Dressing Vol- 31c

2 "Qs 53°
Of 400

THE GREAT ATLANTIC L PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

SWANSDOWN

rood Stores
AMIRI(R'S DIPINDROLI FOOD MIRCHANT SING 1659

2

Rolls

27°

COLGATE

PALMOLIVE

Cream
Dental
With 2 Free Special Size
Bars of Palmolive Soap
EconomyL90 'Giant r30

Rapid Shave

Scotkins
PAPER NAPKINS

2

Size

CP

Size

Cut Rite
Wax Paper

REGULAR OR MENTHOL
With Free 50o)
Both
Palmolive After For
Shave Lotion

913,t

(

Scott Towels

WHITE OR ASSORTED

WHITE OR ASSPD COLORS

2'410
Of 150

Cake Mixes
White, Yellow
20-0x,
Pkg. 35c
Devils Food
Banana Or
19-0z,
Pkg. 39c
Lemon Flake
Veto
DEORDORANT

1 55c

Spray f 4 Price
Or
Sale /
Cream

Reynolds Wrap

Purex

HOUSEHOLD FOIL

LIQUID BLEACH

P kgs
. 35°
Of 80

Grass Seed
5 L",; 1.49
Scotties
FACIAL TISSUES

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., FEB. 25TH

SCOTT SOFT-WEVE

si)12.0.1
Cane I

OXFORD PARK

KRAFT ITALIAN OR CATALINA

KRAFT

Tissue

In Ctn

Our Own
(to Sale)

Red
Sour
Pitted

Scott Tissue
Ras 53
$

Lb

la=
F

69.

69c

I

:Lb 69°
I
39°
390

(:

(

STORE ADDRESSES

Kraft
Mayonnaise

Yawn

Ea.

990

290
Broccoli
4k
RED POTATOES 10 Lb. Bag
i5ro°
Grapefrut
8

DETERGENT

4

Whole

Fully Cooked

BANANAS

Wisk Liquid

Arbhkor

Super RIght

SHORTENING

4
Proof Arrurgbt

49°

Waldorf
Tissue

•

Lb

4
Chunk Tuna
89`

'.° 85(
3 Can

FULL QUART $5.00

Reg
55*

Crisco

.• VIIIOMR aUllifS

vi
71
001

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints $2.95
Half Pints $1.50

MI

53°

Cane

4

And

43°

Puffin
Biscuits

14 Years Old)

90

Pkgs.

Parkay
Margarine

Louis

I Slices .

U.S. Opel Inspected
1 10 to 12 Lb, I 20 to
Grade A Inspected(
Lb. 45c I 22 Lb.

Cherry Pie Z:„Pyar:.:
(
Frosted Ball Donuts I
Made With
Bread
2

COW 10RJOIJS PUIPOIIIIMICILS I

$1.00
$2 50
$1.30

5th
Pint
142 Pint

1-Lb. Box 1.29

Lb

Super
re r s
lio
.
lg ton
ht Butt

i

Malik

Center

79.

Semi-Boneless Hams
___ _
Pork Roast
Smoked Picnice."4:lubg.7,,
Turkeys

FISH STICKS

COMPLETE! INTACT, I
NO W EVERYONE CAN SEE

(

Banshee
End Silos*

3 379

Individually
Frozen

QUICK OR REGULAR

in Ctut Eststnt Sion

,

Ham Slices

dexo
SHORTENING
c
3gn67

75e
25e

AT POPULAR PRICES!

lb.

SHRIMP

Peeled
And
Dive I nee!

Odin

Adults
Children

C Shank
Portion

Lenten Features
FISH AND SEAFOOD

mi
lS1bPOVERI
ke
TOKYO
.

unclay Thru Wednesday Conuoum Showing From 1 p. m.
Each Day!

Houtiewives! Are you breaking
the law? You may be if you have
one or more domestic employees
and do not make regular quarterly reports of their earnings. Any
domestic employee, whether she's
a maid, cook, or gardener, who
Too hot? Too cold? 'l'oo mem
earns at least $50 per quarter is too.? Run ads always in Th,
covered by the Social Security News,

Whole
Half Or
Butt Portion

—AND--

I

law.
For details write or phone your
Social Security office at Paducat
Ky. for the booklet "Do You Have
A Maid?" It's free. Your Interns,
Revenue Office will also be glae
to furnish information.

SMOKED HAMS

A&P's Own Pure Vegetable

0101 in((UPI•ISMS:S.110NC SOUND

Mack I). Sisson died February
21 at Campbells Clinic in Memphis Re was 78 years old He was
a retired earthier of the Illinois
Central Railroad.
His wife, Mrs. Flora Bell Hayes
Sisson preceded him in death
Fatyruary 18, 1958. Survivors Include two Sons, ()Us anti Buford
Sisson both of Fulton, five daughtem, Mrs. Harmon Johnson, Mrs.
L. F.. Mooneyham and Mrs. Henry
Underwood all of Fulton; Mrs.
Raymond Easley, Wingo Route 2;
and Miss Georgia Sisson of Hopkinsville; two sisters, Mrs Mac
Yarbough of Louisville; Mrs. Mettle Dorsett. San Francisco, California; two brothers. Voris Sisson,
Tucson. Arizona and R. L. Sinson
of Paducah.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday afternoon at 2:00 at the
Church of Christ in Cuba, Kentucky.

HOUSEWIVES URGED TO
REPORT MAID'S SALARY

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY-14 TO 18 Lb.

FULTON

11S

be mailed to the local postmaster. Heights.
The captains throughout the
Out-lying businesses include:
area are as follows: Mrs. Ramelle Virginia Carr, Ferry-Morse; Mary
Pigue, city chairman; Annabelle Alice Coleman, Illinois Central
Edwards and 1,,irrine Harding, Yard; Mildred Freeman, Minois
Wan Fulton; Amaline Homra, Central Station and old yard; Mrs.
East Fulton; Virginia Stokes and W. M. Jackson, Siegel factory.
Mrs. Bill Stokr'. Country Club
Courts; Kathlee, Hagen. Highlands; Mrs. J. W Notes, Riceville;
Trade in Fulton with your
Mrs. Raymond Williams, Fair friendly merchants.

Roll 4E13°
11:*-F

"Ro'll 310

Halo Shampoo

Cream Oil

19° ,.,37o

WILDROOT

( 21c ) Giant
Size
Off
Deal
Bottle

795

42
&

REGULAR
43e Size L90
Bottles 0

Milnot
4-6-0s. Jars . . 25c
1
2-Os. Jars 45c
4-14/
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Farm News, Meetings, Events
(Ild's note: the following information, supplied THE MEWS
by Use USDA, ASC, nearby Crane, Agents and agriessinrai
suenetes wiII be of special interest to Progressive farn.ers in the
hen-TelItS area):

s

Purchase District FFA officers
have completed plane for the district's participation in National
FFA Week, February 18-25, ascording to Charles Eldridge, Murray College High, district president. Other district officers are:
Don Poindexter, Livingston Central, vice president; Bobby Spillman, Wingo, secretary; David Bolin. Hickman County, treasurer;
Bobby Story, Lynn Grove, reporter; and Charles Anderson, Benton,
sentinel.
Future Farmers of America from
this, area of Kentucky had labor
earn
...141;s of $318,330.32 from their
supervised farming programs during the past year. Tobacco led all
enterprises with an income of
$88,957; corn ranked second with
$83,792; dairy, third with $46,151;
beef, fourth With $35,936, and
swine. fifth with $35,387.
FFA members from the Purchase District have excellent records
of participation in district, state,
and national FFA activities. A
good example is the Purchase District FFA Day, held each spring
and draws entries from all Purchase District chapters. District
winners in all FFA Day contests
will advance to the state finals
held in connection with the Kentucky FFA Convention in Louisville next .June. Local chapters
participate in many other activities such as dairy and beef shows,
tobacco shows and sales, soil
judging, and welding contests.
Bobby Story, District Reporter

OBION COUNTY AGRICULTURAL COMMENTS AND EVENTS
Two Forestry Field Days were
held in Obion County last week.
The first day featured farrn woodland improvement and observation
of various age plantings of popular and pine bees. The second
day featured more woodland improvement and demonstrations on
tree planting. Woods were observed that had been marked for harvest. Jim Warmbrod, Extension
Forester and Homer Benson, Forester with Tennessee Forester Department conducted the programs.
An Obion County Dairy Assocvisition was organized last week
by a group of dairymen that had
been meeting as a dairy group. A
nominating committee was appointed to select officers for the
group and present their recommendations on February 23, the
next dairy meeting. The dairy association will meet monthly with
educational subjects presented at
each meeting.
The County Soil Fertility Program is going full swing. All we
need is good weather to take soil
samples. Meetings are planned for
each civic club in the county and
meetings in each district to show
slides on the 1960 program and
plans for 1961.

the dairyman does, however, it
will datum good profits to see
that the young calves have • good
start. Many calves are found dead
diegodi
2:
)
with little reason being sought except maybe cold weather. 1 have
seen cases this year where baby
eies Clie
calves never had that all important. first meal of warm milk.
It doesn't take long to check
the cow herd for udder trouble,
and 1 think you will be well paid
for the time spent for the inspecWith JIM PRYOR
tion.
Remember, even though you
atudemsil
mesa,
Mesh need
agissilend
are in the beef cattle business, you
The thought of udder examina- are still depending on that milk
tion for beef cows may seem most production for top profits.
unusual to consider, however, after long trials and much consider378.081 FFA MEMBERS
ation, cattlemen have found it to
The FFA has 378,081 rnerntwrs
be very profitable. A little time affiliated
with more than 8,759
spent when the calf is weaned
ettaideraiii.the United 'States
and ttrirt.tifter
'wTh -silVe
and Pureto Rico.
calves as well as solve many problems later. A sound udder is
worth well over $10000 or about
$25.00 per quarter to the commercial cattleman. It is worth
even more to the purebred breeder. Lets look at the situation thir,
way for an analysis. If a cow
drops a calf and has an udder
with one or two quarters infected
with mastitis, you will have a !Amazing Savings:
slow starting calf and one that
will not go to the feeder sale as
Write P. O. Box 294
heavy as a calf with 1 dinner
plates to serve him.
Fulton, Ky.
Udder on beef type cattle take
an awful beating when the calf
gets to the weaning stage and attention at this time could save
an udder, and this could possibly
NOTICE: Cu Owners!
mean keeping a good producing
cow in the herd. If trouble is deBUY YOUR SEAT
tected early, an injection of masCOVERS at
titis medicine of your veterinarian's choice would relieve the congestion. The same is true with
fresh cows showing a little too
Installed Free
much inflamation or mastitis
Under certain conditions the
medicine may be left in the udder
during the dry period.
Prop
We cannot. give the beef cow
herd the personal attention that

Th

744"

Save On
kLife Insurance!

GAVEL TRANSFERRED—Jae Tress, (second from
left) former representathe who became postmaster
of Fulton last week, was Installed as president of
the Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of Commerce
Monday night. Congratulating him is John Sullivan,

retiring president At -right a Lt. Gov Wilson Wyatt
who made main speech at the meeting. At far lett
is J. C. Zimmerman. executive secretary of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce (Story on Page One)

Fire-Cured and Dark Alr-Cured Events Coming Up In The
Tobacco Marketing Quotas 1961-63 Near Future
POLLS SET UP FOR TOBACCO
Thursday, Februry 23—An 0QUOTA VOTE
bion County Livestock Association
Polling places for the Fulton and Dairy Assn, Feeding SchoolCounty referendums on marketing 10:00 a. m. —12:00 p. m.—Ray
corrox PREMEASILTREMENT quotas for the next three
crops of Spann, Extension Dairy Specialist
AVAILABLE TO FARMERS
fire-cured and dark air-cured to- and Tom Langford, Extension
Farmers in Fulton County who bacco have been designated by Livestock Specialist will conduct
want to have their 1961 Cotton the County Agricultural Stabiliza- these morning sessions. One on
"premeasured" by ASC perform- tion and Conservation Committee beef cattle feeding and one on
ance reporters to assure compli- as follows: Vaughn's Grocery, at dairy cattle feeding--at separate
ance with acreage allotments were Junction of Highways 94 and 51. locations—then both beef cattle
reminded today that March 15 is
The Polls will be open from and dairy groups will meet tothe deadline for filing such appli- 8:00 A. M. to 6:00 P. M., February gether in the afternoon for a silcations.
24, 1961. Committee Chairman, age meeting. Samples of silage
According to Roy Bard, Chair- Roy Bard, points out that notices will be collected from various
man of Fulton County Agricultur- of farm acreage allotments have parts of the county and will be
al Stabilization and Conservation, been mailed to all fire-cured and judged and scored by Joe D.
official
premeasurement service dark air-cured tobacco growers so Burns, Extension Agronomist. Silin the County is offered in con- that they may know what their age equipment will be discussed
nection with 1961 Cotton acreage. 1961 allotments are in advance of,„, by John M. Johnson, Extension
The purpose of prerneasurentent the referendums. Separate mar- Agricultural Engineer.
Monday night. February 27—A
is to help farmers guard against keting quota referendums are
County Pecan Growers meeting—
TO HELP PROTECT
overplanting or
underplanting being held on the same day for
County Agents office Union CityTHE "PRIME OF LIFE" their cotton allotment, thus avoid- fire-cured and dark air-cured 7:00
p. m—John Clark. Extension
ing losses from unnecessary pro- tobacco.
You've been hoping for a forHorticulturist from Jackson will
duction expense from overplantextra pomula like this
If at least two-thirds of the present information on Pecan
ings or loss of farm income from growers voting
tency to support a positive sense
in the referendum Production.
underplanted acreages.
of well-being and mental alertapprove, quotas and allotments
ness. It provides important liposervice
who
wish
Farmers
this
will
be
in
effect
for the 1961. 1962
commore
tropes. as well as the
are asked to apply at the County and 1963 crops of that particular ADDTIONAL FUNDS FOR
plete vitamin-mineral protection
possible,
so
soon
as
Office
as
ASC
kind of tobacco. Penalties for FARM HOUSING
desirable for the mature adult.
that all such requests maybe fill- marketing "excess" tobacco will
An additional $50 million has
ed in advance of spring planting. also be in effect, and price support
At the time of application, the will be available to growers who been made available to the Farmers Horne Administration for farm
farmer will be asked to deposit comply with their allotments.
housing leans, Mr. Howard 0.
sufficient funds to cover the cost
If
marketing
quotas
are
not
apPaschall,
the agency's county suC:Pree
of the work which has been deter- proved, then, for marketing purpervisor
announced today.
mined to be $9.00 per farm plus poses during the 1961-62 marketHe said that the new loan funds
.35 cents per acre or fraction ing year, there will be no quotas
assure an adequate supply of this
thereof.
or penalities,' no acreage allot- type of credit for
eligible farm
For further information contact ments, and no price support on
families during the balance of the
408 Lake Phones 70-428 the County ASC Office.
the 1961 crop of the kind of to- fiscal year.
Loans made so far
bacco being voted on. In that this year plus
those being processevent, another referendum would ed had practically
exhausted the
be held next year on quotas for funds previously
available.
the following three crops.
Applications for farm housing
In Operation 61 Years
loans may be made at the local
office of the Farmers H. me AdComplete Line
ministration, Mr. Paschall said.
The loans bear 4 percent interest
* Large Display •
Hearing
Aid
Batter's.
and are repayable over periods up
• Well Lighted At Night •
to 33 years.
Mr all makes of hearing
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Improvements financed with the
Visit our Hearing Aid Departneat at your first opportunity. loans include the installation of
central heating and pressure waG'FIELD:
FULTON
ter supply systems, the addition
J. B. MANESS & SONS
CITY DRUG CO.
CALL 124
AD 5-2293
of bathrooms and the modernizaGreenfield, Tenn
108 Lake Street
Phone 70
tion of kitchens.
To be eligible a farmer must
own a farm that will armually
produce for sale or borne use at
least $400 worth of commodities
based on 1944 prices apt be of
sufficient value to adequItely secure the loan. In addition, he
must
lack the resources needed to obtain credit elsewhere and
have
sufficient income to pay farm
operating and family living ex4
penses and meet payments
t
when
due on his debts.
The FHA office serving
the
2 cuabove named counties is
located
sifted self.r
on the third floor of the
is
courttab!
es000nI F. mg
house in Mayfield and is
margarine
open
-utter orfi°ur
Monday through Friday from
8:00
tap s
A. M. until 5:00 P. M.
11/2rodc Psd
teas!
t
, gar
'
Pi
ruc te
milkr
oon
hd
err st
ilz.;
ted
vonillo
cup
etAitO
!Aril
cherry juice
together
2 cup
utter "
vanilla
sugar
or

GERIATRIC
Capsules

CITY DRUG CO.

Greenfield Monument Works
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COTTON ALLOTMENTS
Farmers who do not plan to
plant all or nen of their cotton
allotments in 1961 can protect
their cotton acreage history by releasing the allotment to the ASC
County Committee, Narvel Seals,
Chairman, Obion County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee, said today. Such
acreage must be released before
the deadline, which is April 1,
1961.
A farmer who plans to plant at
least 75 percent of his cotton allotment this year need take no
action to release any acreage in
order to preverve the allotment
base for his farm But a farmer
who fails to plant at least 75 percent of his 1061 allotment will
find his cotton allotment will be
reduced in 1962 if he fails to release the unused part of his 1961
allotment to the ASC county committee.
By releasing the unusual part of
the cotton allotment to the county
committee, the individual farmer's
1961 planting history will be preserved and also the planting history of the county and State, The
released allotment will be apportioned by the county committee
for use by other farmers within
the county.
Here are the requirements which
cotton farmers must meet In 1961
in order fully to protect their
future farm allotments: The farmer must (I) plant at least 75 percent of the 1961 allotment, or (2)
release at least 75 ja ...rot of the
1961 allotment to the ASC county
committee by the April 1 deadline. or (3) plant and release a
total acreage which is equal to
at least 75 percent of the 1961 cotton allotment, and (4) actually
plant some cotton in 1961 if the
errtire allotment was released In
both 1959 and 1960. (Acreage in
the Conservation Reserve program
at the regular rate may be regarded as -planted" under this program provision.)
The chairman urges farmers
who do not intend planting all of
their cotton allotment in 1961 to
get in touch with the ASC county
office to discuss how to protect
their future cotton acreage history.
Trade in Fulton
friendly merchants.

with

your

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Bells
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT
PHONE 201

ELECTRIC
FULTON

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKER DELUXE
"t four, not five,
not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey: 8 Years, 86.8
Proof.

S. P. MOORE CO.
Dale Breeden,

BORN IN FEBRUARY? You're in
good company. So were such "greats"
as George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Thomas Jefferson, Charles Lindbergh and Babe Ruth—to mention only a fcw.

34 Pint

$5.40
$3 40
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ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL, another Great American whose birthday comes in March, was spurred on to
invent the telephone through his interest in helping deaf
persons. We think Mr. Bell would be happy to know about
a recent development of Bell Laboratories—the electronic
larynx which makes speech possible to those who have
lost their larynxes and ability to speak. The electronic
larynx is available to those who need it at just what it
costs to produce. For more information, inquire at our
Business Office.
•

•

31

31

•

JUST BECAUSE YOU WANT TO ... is a good enough
reason to pick up the phone and
enjoy a Long Distance visit. Someone you've been missing—youngsters off at school, a relative who
lives far away. Long Distance
rates are low with extra bargains
after 6 p.m. and on Sundays. Why
not call tonight—Just because
you want to?
•

•

CASTLE IN SPAIN, ANYONE? A turreted, storied castle
in Spain, built in the 14th century, is for sale because the
nearest telephone is two kilometers away. Its owners will
part with this old landmark for $4,000 because that is
how much they need to
build a telephone exchange.
I
The price is right if you have
the money and want to buy
I.
a castle, but think how lone000 I fl I
I
ly you'd be without a teleplionel

I
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Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.
Peoria, Illinois
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Diary of Doin's

non!
,T

0.

Wail*

a

treat

_

..........

By Mrs. 0.

Taylor

The weather is much cooler and
it really hurts after having a week
of spring like weather.

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited Mrs.
W. W. Brann and Miss Emma Carr
one afternoon last week.

Lovely Loraine Cooper, wife of the Republican Senator from Kentucky, is perhaps the most interesting letter writer, or maybe we should say, column - writer
we've ever had the pleasure to enjoy. Most of you read
in the metropolitan papers, we are sure, that President
Ow
and Mrs,, John .Kennedy
. were the dinner guests of
Coopers in Washington aiia it Made—all of uSiTv'erfrght
proud of our representative in the Nation's Capitol. Last
week Loraine's letter to us told of sonic of the intimate
details of that dinner and it so captured our imagination
we're passing it on to you. Incidentally Kentucky was
also represented at that dinner by some of our longtime personal favorites and close friends, the Barry
Binghams of Louisville.

and ask what we were having for
dinner, which I refused to tell
them as I wanted to have one unpublished item to tell you, The
first course was marvelous amokeel salmon from New York, which
you cannot get in Washington
Dear Jo:
and
which also gave time for our
February 3, 1981
on the second
I told you in my last letter that cook to concentrate
course. as our kitchen is none too
I did not know whither the Pres'.
her to do
dent and Mrs • Kennedy could large and it is hard for
really arrive for dinner even more than one hot course for
at one time.
though they had accepted our in- twenty-four people
The next course was her special
vitation many months ago. There
which she will
is always a possibility that the chicken recipe,
President of the United States never explain even to me. and
an Italian form
imiocci,
which
is
will be called to some unforeseen
Then
meeting, so it was not until they of grits, and puree of peas.
followed
actually walked in our door that salad and Brie cheese,
of
Luisa's
trianother
one
sve were sure they were dining by
umphs, which consisted of a mixwith us.
am happy to report that din- lure of cake, marron glace and
ner was good, which mattered a _fruita t°PPed by country whipped
lot to me. not only personally but cream which a friend sent from
as the wife of a Senior Republican her farm. Lastly, we served delecSenator from Kentucky. I have table fresh fruit—white grapes,
been told by a student of Amen- tangerines and nectarines. As I
can history that this is the first write this, it doesn't sound very
time a President has ever dined in good but I promise you that each
the house of a Senator from the thing in itself tasted and looked
other side of the aisle. therefore, delicious and I was happy to
we wanted to uphold the high notice that the President ate like

Enjoy yourself as we did, by
reading Lordne (Mrs. John Sherman) Cooper's letter of February
3. Here ha
,. Washington, D. C.

94
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The News reports your - - -

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Casr of
Lone Oak were guests of the barcell Wilsons recently.
Mrs. Lennie House helped Mrs.
Es/aline Yates quilt Wednesday.

and Mrs. Tommy Moore Thursday
night awhile.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ellegood of
Arlington were visitors in the
Oliver Taylor home Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Rickman also
called awhile.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland of
Lynn Grove were guests of his
clail and sister W. L. Rowland and
Allie Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnal Lowery
and Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gossum
returned from Florida Thursday
of* last week where they visited
Mr. and Mrs. Barkley Parrish and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry.

,

,4
A THOUGHTFUL LADY SAYS THANKS to
some of the hard working ladies who served the
delicious meal at the annual Chamber of Commerce dinner Monday night at the South Fulton
School cafeteria. Mrs. Wilson Wyatt. wife of
the-Lt -Gov. was seen visiting with the ladles

Our sympathy goes out to the
Trade in Fulton with your
Vincent and House families of
'•
Dukecroin in the loSs of. Mr:Vizi- friendly- merchants.'
cent and Mr. House last week.
Mr. W. L. Rowland continues
Accurst.
about as usual, his visitors Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. L. J. WilWORKMANSHIP
liams and family of Paducah, Mr.
At Low Cost
and Mrs. Norman Puckett and
Mrs. Clara Adams of Lone Oak, Watches, Clocks aud Thne
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and Pleees of All Kinds RosaRev. and Mrs. Norman Crittenden 'witty Repaired at Low Cost
and girls of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Me—
Oliver Taylor and Erwin and
A.NDREWS
while the 'men folks" talked community de- Mariellen Rowland.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Moore of
velopment Shown here left to right are: Mrs.
Jewelry Company
Paul Blaylock. Mrs George Spelght, Mrs Men- Sharon called on his parents Mr.
the Dyeus, Mrs. Wyatt, Mrs. James Hyland and
mos Gilbert Bowlin
Main Stniet
Office Phone: 5

,•••••••.•
daughters and a great grandson.
good as the food in our house,"
etc. I had told that story to my
Funeral services were conducted
friend Lily Guest and I was very
by Bro. Mays and Keith Smith at
INSURANCE AGENCY
amused is hen the day after our
the Methodist Church in Dukedinner she sent me a huge ginger
dom Tuesday with burial in Oak
bread cake with no comment.
Farm Insurance - - - Farm Loans
The News is pleased to extend Grove. Cemetery. Jackson Bros.
I hope I haven't been talking best wishes to the following per- were In charge of arrangements.
Automobile
Insurance - - - Farm Liability
too much "gingerbread" to you. sons on their birthdays.
Pallbearers were the nephews,
P. S—I just read an article in a
Roy Vincent, Raymond Vincent,
Can or See
February 23, Mildred Easley, Buton
newspaper saying that the snow
Lassiter, Lucian Abernathy,
Johnson, Mrs.
in front of our houSle had been gy Johnson, Joe
Cann' Page and Billie WestmoreHarty Reams
Roy D. Taylor
Branch, land,
cleared by the City before the Carol Johnson. Mrs Stella
24.
February
Easley;
Herman
Mrs.
how
it
President arrived. This is
Allen.
happened. The man who clears our Robert Goodwin, Johnny
sidewalks, and isn't strong enough C. L. "Cap" Maddox, Mrs. W. C.
FebruLila
Hastings;
Hogg,
Mrs.
to lift a tulip, had poured hot waLinda Jarter over the deep snow in the ary 25. Carrie Flatt,
Eleanor Jones
path which promptly turned it vis; February 28,
Mrs.
Thad FaFebruary
27,
olk;
Into a skating rink. When the
H. L.
Secret Service man came to see gan, Mary B. Parchall, Mrs.
28, Mrs. Will
nu., he told me that our sidewalk Jamison; February
Bondurant,
was the most dangerous thing Willingham, Edwin
Lovesince the atomic bomb. He volun- Mrs. Leslie Wealts, Corinne
Warren,
Jr.;
H.
Martin
lace,
teered to send some assistance
standard of hospitality of our a wolf'
As I have mentioned before. just before the President and Mrs. March I, Donna I'at Mills, Lawparty.
son Roper, Carolyn Ann Lawson,
The President's appointments every dinner in Washington it Kennedy arrived, and he did.
Mrs. Joe M. Reed. Mrs. Virgil
had been announced for the 28th really a continuation of the day's
King.
Here's another letter:
by his press secretary. PO the work for the men and the Presinewspapers began to telephone dent had time to talk to friends
With the encouragement of many citizens in both Fulton and Hickman
is ho are concerned with inter- Dear Mrs. Wftaphuling:
Counties,
I announce that I am a candidate in the Democratic primary for
national affairs.
It gives me more than the usual • AUSTIN SPRINGS
Representative in the First Legislative District of Kentucky.
Mrs. Kennedy looked lovely in pleasure to renew my subscripMrs. Carey Frields •
a long white satin dress and white tion because I was so delighted
In offering myself as a candidate for this office, I believe that it is fitting
gloves that came almost to her and deeply touched by the story
Messrs. Porter McClain and
shoulders, and the other ladies you wrote at the time of my ap- Buster NIcClain left Friday for
that I submit the following information for the consideration of the voters in
Ale Makes and Models
wore long dresses in light colors pointment. It was really just their home in Detroit, Michigan
the two counties.
Which made the house look gay. about the nicest thing among all after several days here attending
•
MOTOROLA
When I was a little girl, my the stories, letters and telegrams the funeral and burial of Rube
I was born and raised in Hickman County, and attended public schools
Sales and Santos
brothers and I used to go to chil- that came to me.
Vincent.
here.
Later I received my Bachelor's and Master's degrees from Colgate Uni•
drens parties at a friend of my
I hope I will be able to get
Mr. 1...eslie Westmoreland is now
versity in Hamilton, New York.
Mother's who would always tell down to Fulton County in the improving at his home in District
us that everything that happened next few months but I still don't 13. He has been sitting up and is
Following my graduation from college. I taught for three years at Caney
at her house was the best. "Isn't know just when. In any case I am gaining some strength. Friends a
the gingerbread delicious," she doing my best to arrange things glad to know of that improvement.
Junior College at Pippapass. Kentucky, and for two years at Murray State ColIll Lake St
Phone 4/4
would say, and "there's nothing as for July 22 and I hope to be able
lege.
Rev. James Holt filled his reguto let you know definitely before
lar appointment at New Salem
very long.
From 1938 through 1945. I served as Judge of Hckman County, and then
Baptist church the past Sunday at
Dorothy joins MC in sending
11:00 A. M. and the evening serfrom 1950 through 1953, I was Sheriff of Hickman County. From 1956 through
best regards.
vice held preceding the B. Y. U.
Sincerely,
1959. I served in the state government at Frankfort.
at 7:30 P. M.
Elvis J. Stahl', Jr.
Mrs.
Lucy
Pettit
remains
very
Secretary' of the Army
For thirty years I owned and operated a farm in Hickman County, and for
sick with children at herbedside.
an extended period of time, about 18 years, I was in business in Clinton, as a
The Nifty-Needle Sewing Club She has been confined to her bed
partner in Bolin-Cunningham Chevrolet Company, Tasty Bakery and Farmers
met in the home of Mrs. David for several weeks now.
Deep sympathy is extended to
l'helps, Ruthville Road WednesGin. I am still a partner in and am actively associated in the latter business.
the family of Mr. Forest House in
day, February 19.
I am a member of the First Baptist Church in Clinton where I am now
A pot luck luncheon was served his passing at his home in Dukeat 12:30. A short business meet- dom Friday afternoon. Funeral
Sunday
School Superintendent. I served as teacher of the Men's Bible Classes
ing was hel clatter lunch. Those services Were held at Good
in
both
the
Clinton and Frankfort Baptist Churches.
Springs
Cumberland
Presbyterian
present were: Mrs. Clyde Fields,
Mrs. Karl Kimberlin. Mrs. Eugene Church Sunday afternoon with
I am a member of the following fraternal orders: Hickman Lodge 131,
Copeland, Mrs. J .C. King, Mrs. Bro. Garwin Brundige officiating.
Calvert Chapter 85 R. A. M.in Fulton, Fulton Commandery 34 Knights TemElmer Shaw, Mrs. James Huffine, Burial was in the church cemeMrs. W. F. Stewart and guest Mrs. tary with Jackson Bros. in charge.
plar, Rizpah Temple Shrine at Madisonville, and Grand Consistory of KenMr. and Mrs. Charles L. Smith
J. C. Jacob and the hostess.
tucky at Louisville. I am also a member of the Hickman County Farm Bureau
and daughter Melodye Lee of
and the Clinton Rotary Club.
Dresden spent Sunday
with
l'K GIVES MUSIC DEGREES
'grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Ed
I am married to the former Miss Rudell Mansfield of Fulton, and we have
Frields.
The Department of Music at the
Bro. Willis Green filled his
a son, Robert Lee Jr., who is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and is
University of Kentucky offers
regular appointment at Knob
three undergraduate degrees and
now a Sanitary Engineer with the U. S. Public Health Service in Chicago, Ill.
Creek Church of Christ Sunday
f.itir graduate degrees. Underat 11 A. M. The pastor conducts
graduates
may
gain
bachelor
deMy wife has taught school in Hickman County for 12 years, and is presSee Us for all Kinds of Plumbing Material
the service now on each first and
crees in music education, applied
ently
teaching at Columbus Grade School.
third Sundays of the month and
!lassie or music literature and
and Fixtures
the public is inivted out to hear
theory. Graduate
degrees are
I
believe my record of public service, my business experience, my long
We Have Some Used Fixtures and Material
him.
siven in music education, applied
We extend our most heartfelt
years operating a farm, and my close association in the past and in the present
music, composition and theory
sympathy to the family of Mr.
.ind musicology or theory.
with our public schools, qualify me to serve the people of this District in the
Rube Vincent, Dukedom, in his
State Legislature, and firmly establish my desire to advance the causes all of
passing last week, of which your
909 Arch Street
Phone 1037-R
Trade in eutton with your writer is a niece, as well as a
us hold dear in Fulton and Hickman Counties.
great number of other nieces and
friendly merchants.
nephews who are sad.
Having dealt with road problems as County Judge, and having been acMr. Vincent was the son of the
tive and in close touch with our advancement in road construction in Fulton and
late Joe and Drucilla Biggs VinHickman Counties during our finest road construction years, 1956-1959. I shall
cent. He was a retired farmer of
this area but was a homeowner in
devote my complete attention and energies for a revival and continuation of
Dukedom during his retirement.
that program.
He is survived by his companion,
a son, M. E. Vincent. three grandsame devoted attention shall a lso be given by me to our agriculturaL

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Akins, Reams and Taylor

Robert Lee Bolin

ANNOUNCES FOR REPRESENTATIVE
FOR FULTON and HICKMAN COUNTIES

TV REPAIR

...—.

Wade Television

FEBRUARY SPECIALS

' in

3 Piece Bath Set — — — $119.95
30 GAL. ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER
— —
— $-55.00
40 GAL. ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER
— — — — $ 65.00
30 GAL. ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER. Table-Top
Glass Lined — — — — $ 77.50
30 GAL. GAS WATER HEATER
10 Year Guarantee. 100% Safe
Glass Lined
— — — — $ 67.50
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Campbell's Plumbing Shop
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The
educational and welfare programs, to the end that our people may receive their
just share of the services of government.
I hope to see each and everyone of the Democratic voters in the two counties before the primary election on May 23, 1961. Should I miss any of you,
though, please accept this as my personal solicitation of your vote and support
as your Representative.
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DISMUD AND 11011111 BY

HEAVEN HILL
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
Bottled In Bond

=UV:sr;

• 4 years old

•

100 proof

Also available, HEAVEN HILL Kentucky
Straight Bourbon, 6 years old, 90 proof.

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.,

CUIDSIOWN, NILSON (tasillinliTikleftrt

Sincerely,
Pampa I
ilawfte dr,

low down paymentib="1and Resy Terms

BENNETT

ELECTRIC

Robert Lee Bolin

age 8
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Try Old
Glenmore
Because It Is

*Chill Filtered
Vs PINT

$150

Mend wirt — toffy
efeefrelnew
wneenser BOSON. MOWN. IS len W.
IR PROOF KY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY
Distributed Cy
Bryant Diet, Co.
Owensbete. Et.

Ready For You
to try TODAY!

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: 100 nice feeding hogs.
Weighs from 60 to 120 lbs. Can be
seen at my farm. J. W. Ward
Day phone 2186 night 2917.
FOR SALE: Locust posts, seasoned; woven wire, 39". Homer Zopf,
Dukedom Highway.

UK OFFERS EXTENSION
CREDIT FOR TV CLASS
The University of Kentucky Extension Class Program and the
Department of Mathematics and
Astronomy will give extension
credit for two classes currently
being presentea on Continental
Classroom, an NBC television production. The course for undergraduates, "Probability and Statistics," will offer three hours of
extension credit and mry be
viewed at 630 a. m. On Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays over
WIEX-TV

BIG "DISCOUNT SALE":—During the last two weeks .'bf this
February, a discount on every
item of dress and work clothing
shoes, pants, shirts, luggage, lea- FOR REM . Flom sanding machine and electric floor polishther goods, jewelry and mens
er and elestric vacuum cleanhaberdashery sold that has not
reduced, except
ers. Exchange Pesniture Co.
already been
'Fruit of The Loom" underwear.
TV
ANTEix AJ
We install—
exor
refunds
No
final.
sales
All
trade--repair and move. Get
changes. Men: This month visit
our
prices.
service
We
all makes
The Edwards Store in Mayfield.
TV. Phone WT. Roper Television
WANTED AT ONCE - Rawleigh
Deafer m Fulton Co. or City of
Fulton. Write Rawleigh, Dept.
KYB - 1071-3 Freeport, Ill. Or see
Painting and paperhanging
Bill Johnson, Box 352, Russell
Springs, Ky. Phone: Union 6-4413.
contractors
MAYTAG WAstiERS, stanosra
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service
Bennett Electric, rnone 201.

— — — — —
Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave

FOR RENT: Six room house
good condition, garage, gas furnace. Phone 216.

Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610

For The

FREE PARKING!

BEST

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

NEW mu LTI-RANCE
6-CYLINDER FARMALL

EXCHANGE

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone TU 59404

Furniture Company

Push the throttle ahead under a big 4-plow
load. You'll feel an all-new kind of smooth,
steady power-thrill. Don't wait any longer!

"41111=111111110ZEIZilili=L:12161111101Nr

PAUL NAILLING
Kit

Implement Company
Fulion
314 Walnut

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Snecial orders

TROUBLE?

1

We can't keep you out of it,
but with one of our Lowpayment pla
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Rook!

g

Visit Our Boat and Motor Shop!
Glasspar Boats
Johnson and Scott Motors

Agency
_ Wick SmithService
24 Hour
Lem

We service all makes of motors
(We have one used 700 Mercury and two 800
Mercurys for sale at bargain prices).

For Every Occasion

Phone 62 — Nights 1411

WE

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 103

FLOWERS
HALLMARK

greeting

Carib

HYTE7C -Personalized"
Stationery

-

RENT - -

When It

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W. BURROW
109 Walnut

Rhone 61

Scoti's Floral Shoppe

'arm Loans
Conventional Lkans
FHA Loans

Fulton
Phone 20-J
NITES and SUNDAYS'PHONE
20-R or 247

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times 1

HERE'S BIG NEWS
Of A Real
Car Wash For $1.50
• Gear drive
less bar
26ng
•.
chain
• Fells trees up toll
feet in diameter

As little as
$7.15 WEEKLY
after small
down payment

For the professional woodcutter. In cutting speed, reliability end low
upkeep, the 900 G top• all competition. New larger displacement.
Intake passages and port areas let fuel charge flow moral freely.
deliver the extra power you need to make quick, profitable Work of
cutting even the hardest woods and biggest timber.
Big new Im eeeee manta add even greater dependability, longer life.
New plastisol ends, new undershroud design keep air filter free from
debris, greatly Improve cooling. Gears are wider, stronger. Centered
bar end pistol grip let you fell trees accurately.
Plus all of Homelite's famous quality features including: short strok•
engine, automatic clutch, diaphragm carburetor, and A FULL 7
MONTHS GUARANTEE!

See Be an hiII.

Small chain oat. Ask fe a Ins dinesistratil.

B AND J BOAT SHOP
Union City Highway near South Fulton City Limits
—Telephone 370—
Billy Westmoreland
Jack Hogg

II

in

MELLOW-MASH

ne
Yellowsto
W hisk•y

GILLUM

Tim-Greatest American

TRANSFER CO.

Kentucky Iftrmant Bou r bon 50 • 100
INSTILLED

P/001

HOIL.,1-111 pond

I 1011111 IT TILLONIChlt OISOLLLIT CO.L0IRS9all-OlIJS1010. UPC

ONE
SHOPPING FOR
*VARIETY
* QUALITY
*SAVINGS
GET THE
BEST BUYS'

••••

Lysol

nom
Mar

es.

SHOP

USED FURNITURE
buy it at

"THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

that
Goa
Ken
pus)
stor

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD KY.

Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

CLEANEST

ROM MUM wart of The
45,000-eCre FALCON VALLEY RANO',
57 sass worth of Timm. Atithho moo

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Boaz & Robbins

and

Come in NOW.., or give us a call!

AMBTIOUS people enjoy excess
through training in Stenography,
SPEEDClerical,
Accounting,
WRITING Shorthand and Medical SPEEDWR1TING Shorthand
Courses, at BRUCE BUSINESS
INSTITUTE, 308 Popular St.,
Martin, Tenn. SUMMER SCHOOL PIP Prot.
begins June 12. Classes daily, 44 Pint
Mon. thru Fri. Also, TEENAGE $155
TYPING CLASS, June 19 to July
28. GET FREE INTO TODAY!

The folks are the friendly J and J DX
Service Station on the Martin Highway
invite you to take advantage of this
new low price in expert car washing
to make your car look like new.

Our Specialty is Motor Cleaning
Try Us
And we invite you to ask us about our
free wash job and motor lubrication each
week with the purchase of $2.00 or more.

J and J DX Service Station
Martin Highway
Phone 233
South Fulton, Tenn.

CHUCK ROAST

IL tIC

SWIFT PREMIUM POUND
Star Kist

Swift's

CHILI 24 oz. can 47c Tuna, 2 flat cans 49c
Big Chief
Maxwell House 6 oz.
INSTANT Coffee jar 89c Peanut Butter, qt. 69c
Canned Biscuits
Cherries, 303 can 25c Dixie Pride 6 cans 49c
Dixie Belle
Mayfield
Crackers, 1-Lbe box lk Corn, 2 300 cans... 27c
4-sieve
School Day
Diamond
cans
31c i WAX PAPER ... 2k
PEAS 2 303

FOLGER'S COFFEE 2 Lb.Can $1.28
Ky. Wonder, Garden-Fresh
Carrots, cello pkg. a.. 10c POLE
BEANS Lb. 19c
Nice Crisp Heads,,,
LETTUCE2 for 29c j Bell Peppers,each .... 5c

CABBAGE, FRESH, GREEN Lb. 5c
Worthmore

BACON,Lb. .... 45c T-Bone Steak, Lb. $1.09
Swift's Premium
Beef Brisket, Lb. ... 19c
59c
BACON, Lb. .••
Cube Steak,Lb. ... 89c
Boneless
Short Ribs,Lb ... 39c
Premium Swift's
Rump Roast, Lb. .. 99c
WEINERS the ... 49c Standing
Round bone shoulder
Rib Roast,Lb. . 69c
of
Shoulder
ROAST Lb. .... 59c
Loin Steak, Lb. ... 89c LAMB, Lb. .... 49c
Leg-O-Lamb, Lb. 89c
SPECIAL COUPON VALUE

S&H
GREEN
STAMPS
WITH PURCHASE OF
4-0Z. CAN
BLACK PEPPER
47c

50 FREE

^
j.
„ t•OW:ti4.

'
Al

4# \

"Tar. c'.uttargrkoupN

PLYMOUTH
OLEO 9c Lb.
With this coupon and
Additional $5 Purchase
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Lamb Chops, Lb.

89c

Good For Bar-B-0

Lamb Breast

Lb. 29c

CHUCK STEAK Lb. 59c
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FREE GRSLEPEIN
STAMPS

With This Coupon and
$5 Purchase

